Modern particle accelerators and their applications increasingly rely on precisely coordinated interactions of intense charged particle and laser beams. Femtosecond-scale synchronization alongside micrometre-scale spatial precision are essential e.g. for pumpprobe experiments, seeding and diagnostics of advanced light sources and for plasmabased accelerators. State-of-the-art temporal or spatial diagnostics typically operate with low-intensity beams to avoid material damage at high intensity. As such, we present a plasma-based approach, which allows measurement of both temporal and spatial overlap of high-intensity beams directly at their interaction point. It exploits amplification of plasma afterglow arising from the passage of an electron beam through a laser-generated plasma filament. The corresponding photon yield carries the spatiotemporal signature of the femtosecond-scale dynamics, yet can be observed as a visible light signal on microsecond-millimetre scales.
Introduction
The experimental use of intense, femtosecond-duration particle beams together with similarly short laser pulses becomes increasingly important in exciting and probing ultrafast processes 1, 2, 3 occurring in plasma, molecular, atomic, and nuclear structures. For example, modern light sources such as free-electron-lasers require precise spatiotemporal control of laser-electron beam interactions for seeding 4 and diagnosis 5 . Inverse Compton scattering acting as a light source 6, 7, 8, 9 as well as a beam diagnostic 10, 11 has similar
demands. An emerging class of high field plasma accelerators 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 also strongly benefits from the spatiotemporal coordination of electron and laser beams for driving plasma waves, control of injection processes, and (staged) acceleration of high-quality particle beams. This demand, extending across multiple fields of research, has given rise to a broad range of synchronization and alignment techniques, such as electro-optic sampling 17, 18 (EOS), beam time-of-arrival monitoring measurement techniques based on excited cavities 19 , coherent transition radiation 20 , cross-correlated THz radiation from undulators 21 , and various schemes in free electron lasers 22 . These techniques individually
Page 3 of 20 offer either measurement of temporal synchronization or spatial alignment of electron and laser beams. To measure both, combinations of diagnostics must be implemented separately along the beamline, e.g. by using EOS for temporal overlap measurement at one position and optical transition radiation beam profile monitors for spatial overlap at another one. Further, damage thresholds prohibit the use of intercepting diagnostics for most intense and focused laser and electron beams, such that they must be employed away from the beam focus and/or at reduced beam power levels. The same reasons prevent application of these diagnostics in the presence of plasma.
Addressing the demand for measuring spatial and temporal coordination directly at the interaction point and the current limitations outlined above, we report on a novel plasmabased approach allowing for precise synchronization and spatial alignment of intense laser and electron beams. This method provides an online diagnostic applicable in conventional and plasma-based accelerator schemes. Figure 1a shows the layout of experiments conducted at the Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental Tests (FACET) at the SLAC National Accelerator millimetre-long H2/He cold plasma filament of width dplasma  100 µm is generated by tunnelling ionization 24 . A CCD camera monitors the interaction region and integrates radiation from the characteristic He plasma afterglow line 25 He  587 nm. The purely laser-generated plasma afterglow signal results from hydrodynamic expansion and subsequent recombination and relaxation processes 26 in absence of the electron beam and is shown in Fig. 1b 27 . Here, r is the radial coordinate, Nb is the number of beam electrons, x is its transverse r.m.s. beam size, e is the elementary charge and 0 the vacuum permittivity. Impact ionization of the gas by the transient electron beam is negligible due to the low cross sections associated with highly relativistic energies 28, 29 . As such, if the electron beam is switched off, is substantially misaligned with respect to the laser pulse axis, or passes before the laser pulse, only the laser-generated plasma afterglow signal is observed.
Results

Experimental setup
If, however, the electron beam intersects the laser path after the laser pulse has passed, it interacts with the thin laser-generated plasma filament of electron density ne  1.9×10 17 cm -3 (nb0  0.1 ne) instead of neutral gas. Then, the unipolar transverse electric field of the focused electron beam briefly couples with this seed plasma filament for the duration of their geometrical overlap, and transfers energy into the plasma. This initial kick accelerates plasma electrons to moderate, non-relativistic, broad-band velocities with peak energies Wmax  π[eEpeakz /βc] 2 / me  100's of keV and expels them partially from the initial plasma volume. Here, Epeak denotes the peak radial electric field of the beam, me is the electron mass, and βc the velocity. The interaction of electron beam and plasma filament distinctively changes the observed afterglow signal, as shown in Fig. 1c , by increasing its volume and intensity substantially compared to the signal displayed in Fig. 1b. Figure 2 shows the corresponding plasma dynamics modelled in three-dimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using VSim 30 (see Methods). The result of this expansion can be seen by comparing Fig. 1 B and C, as the afterglow intensity is distributed well beyond the initial laser-only boundaries.
Particle-in-cell simulations
Summarising, the kinetic energy originating from the fast initial energy transfer from the electron beam to the seed plasma filament is thus gradually transferred into the creation of additional plasma. Eventually, recombination and atomic relaxation processes produce the emissions of the plasma afterglow 31, 32, 33, 34 , which exhibits intense lines in the optical spectrum for helium and can be observed by the CCD camera. shot TOA measurements provided that other sources of parameter jitter are low or measured independently.
The sensitivity and multi-parameter dependency of the amplified plasma afterglow thus enables a versatile diagnostic which can measure various parameters of the interaction.
For example, in laser-early-mode, the setup can operate as diagnostic for electron beam duration (Suppl. Fig. 1, 2 ) and radius (Suppl. Fig. 3 ), respectively.
Discussion
The transient overlap of electron beam fields with a laser-generated plasma filament can be exploited as highly sensitive and versatile diagnostic system. The laser-gated seed plasma acts as spatiotemporally amplifying detector medium. The initial femtosecondmicrometre-scale interaction is transformed through localized plasma dynamics, eventually manifesting as amplified plasma afterglow light emission -an observable on the microsecond and millimetre scale in the visible spectrum. We have used this approach for synchronization and alignment of intense electron and laser beams directly at their interaction point with a single setup. Here, their intensities exceed the permissible measuring range and damage thresholds of many conventional diagnostics, while plasma as already ionized medium is sensitive to varying interaction parameters at such intensity levels, while not being destroyed in the process. In the context of these measurements, this capability was exploited in a first application to facilitate a plasma photocathode injection experiment 35 , which relies on precise spatiotemporal alignment and synchronization on the micrometre and femtosecond-scale to release electrons inside a small fraction of a ~100 µm long plasma wave via tunnelling ionization.
The plasma afterglow-based measuring process is minimally intrusive and highly efficient. interaction regime, as nb,0 / ne < 1. The electron beam duration is longer than the width of the plasma filament; both attributes of the interaction ensure a quasi-adiabatic plasma response. At underdense working points, the energy transfer into plasma may significantly change the plasma dynamics and subsequent recombination rates depending on the degree of nonlinearity of the interaction 36 . One must still verify that the linear relation between initially transferred energy and plasma afterglow amplification holds in these regimes.
The obtainable resolution of the technique depends on the dynamic range of the experimental detector setup, the maximum afterglow amplification, and the gradient of the transition. The latter, in turn, profits from rapid Debye screening of the electric field of the electron beam inside the plasma due to its transverse size x,y >> λD, with λD = (ε0 kBT/ne 2 ) 1/2 being the Debye length, kB denotes Boltzmann's constant and T the electron temperature. Therefore, the coupling volume inside the filament is confined, and allows the plasma volume to sample the beam precisely. Simulations (see Suppl. Fig. 1 ) show that the transitions can become substantially steeper for shorter and narrower electron beams such as those expected e.g. from FACET-II, or from state-of-the-art plasma-based accelerators. For FACET-II, for example, the transition slope for a comparable parameter regime is expected to steepen by a factor of 4 compared to current measurements at FACET, thus improving resolution equivalently. Another, simple approach improving the resolution on the transition region decouples the amplifying neutral gas from the seed plasma. For example, reducing the laser energy can avoid ionization of helium such that only the laser-generated hydrogen filament receives energy from the electron beam. In this case, helium only gets ionised by heated hydrogen electrons and secondaries. As this procedure allows for much higher helium densities, the signal-to-noise-ratio can be substantially increased.
Development of a closed analytic description of electron-beams partially overlapping bounded plasmas, the complex long-term dynamics and their influence on the afterglow signal is beyond the scope of this work and will be subject to further research. Particularly, investigating the plasma afterglow amplification spatially and temporally resolved could identify and quantify the individual processes of energy conversion between the electronic dynamics investigated by PIC and the recombination timescale of the heated plasma.
As shown by measurement and simulations, the amplified afterglow signal is notably sensitive to various interaction parameters: electron beam duration, size, and charge; laser we obtain best measured accuracy of 4.1 µm at the peak of the curve from error propagation. Competing interests: 30 The authors have no competing interests. 31 32 Data and materials availability: 33 34 Data associated with research published in this paper will be available at publication. 
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